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Water has become an unseparable part of our everyday life 
for keeping us alive, for higienic purposes and also in a 
lot of spheres of industry, agriculture as well as tourism 
and recreational purposes.



 97% of the world water  is salty or not used because of 
some other reasons.  In addition to this, 2% of water is 
frozen into ice and  ONLY 1 % OF IT IS SUITABLE 
FOR DRINKING. Lithuania is among those minorities 
which can boast of rich supplies of pure underground 
water.



In Lithuania underground pure water is used for 
centralized delivery which is considered to be a rare case 
in the world.

Water shortage is a problem in many European 
countries, while here in our country water supplies 
exceed the necessary amount for  consumption almost 
7 times. Daily maximum of water  demand may be up 
to 3,2 million cubic meters but practically we use 
only 15-20% of this amount.



Underground water is  really high quality, so mineral 
water  export is widely promoted and successfully 
developed.



May 5 is a special day in Lithuania . It’s Water 
heritage day widely celebrated by  those who supply, 
deliver water and  are responsible for maintenance 

of waste water systems. Our water tube system 
streches along for 25.000 km which is quite enough 

to stroll around the Earth Planet.



Drinking water has to be maximum high quality. 

No doubt, Siauliai citizens are provided with very 
healthy water which meets the Europen standarts due 
to the minerals and salts(calcium, magnes, natris,kalis, 
chlorids), also microelements (geležies, jodo, cinko, 
vario ir kt.).



Siauliai provides water from Birutes and Lepsiu water 
factories.



Underground water system is equiped with sufficient 
technologies for its cleaning and higienic conditions, 
that’s why biologically and chemically it is very good 

quality and meets the requirements of the high 
standarts.



How water is tested and controlled?

There are several spots in the city and suburbs which are 
under constant daily supervision. The water for testing 
is taken to the laboratory from 10-15 different places in 

order to analyse and compare the results.

It is strictly supervised by the authorities of the Siauliai 
city and State food and Veterinary Institution.



The special vehicle is provided with modern gadgets, 
computers and storage  equipments.



How the water is taken for testing and analysis?

There are special bottles and rubber bonds enabling to 
have it done higienically and instantly. In this way , 
laboratory specialists measure PH,temperature and 

diokside  in the place of water source.



Water samples are carefully kept in the storage 
cupboards.

They are registered, special 
documents are filled in and taken 
to the laboratories which are 
responsible for the final results 
and their reliability.



TRANSPORTATION
Containers are filled with freezing elements because the temperature 

changes may influence the testing results and show the wrong 
indications.



Also, laboratory specialists test the water  according to 
it’s smell and taste.



The index of PH is very important to identify, so there is 
a separate room for  working with the water samples 
and finding out the chemical substances.



SPECTOPHOTOMETER is helpful for researching the 
amount of iron in the water. Additional elements are 
poured  into the water bottle and the colour changes 
into red orange. It’s intensity shows the percentage of 
iron.





This is how sulfates are detected in the colbs of water.



It is enjoyable that you visited Lithuania and listened 
to the report about water  in our country and Šiauliai. 

Taking care of water and saving it is very important 
because it is one of the main sources of life and health. 

I wish you beautiful, happy moments in Lithuania!


